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Abstract
This paper explores Hmong perspectives on teaching in Minnesota. It includes
published articles that report results from research conducted about the need for
teachers of color, the successful teacher retention strategies, the needs and

challenges of the Hmong communiry, and the barriers Hmong individuals face in
pursuing education. This paper

will

shed light on the unique experiences

of 1 I

Hmong teachers who continue to stay in the teaching field or who have left the
teaching field and

will

educational profession,

add on to existing research of Hmong educators in the
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Hmong Perspectives on Teaching

Introduction

According to the 2015 Minnesota Teacher Supply and Demand Report

(MDE, 2015), there has been a shortage of teachers and also teachers of color in
Minnesota. There are many reasons and challenges for this shortage of teachers.
One reason is because it has been

difficult to hire teachers due to not meeting

teacher requirements. These high stakes test are especially

difficult for new

immigrants and persons of color. For candidates whose first language is not
English, many are unable to pass the teacher examinations such as the MTLE, and
therefore may choose other professions over the teaching field (MDE, 2015). One

solution might be to provide scholarships to draw candidates into the teaching

field. This is a needed incentive. However, institutions are limited by budget
costs. Institutions cannot realistically deliver on this to meet the problem.
Southeast Asian include people from Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar,

Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines (Mathews, 2000).
Data showed that from five years ago, there appeared to be a rise of Asian
AmericanJPactftc Islander and Hispanic teachers in 2013-2014 (MDE , 2015).
Stil1, teachers of colors only make up 3.8 percent of Minnesota's teacher

workforce. In 2015-2016, Saint Paul Public School district showed a total makeup
of 20o/o of sfudent enrollment that has a home language of Hmong in grades pre-K

to

12th

comparedto 23oA in the 2010-201

I

school year. The trend has relatively

stayed the same. These statistics imply there should be more teachers of Hmong
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background to reflect the Hmong students in the classroom setting. Also notable,

Hmcng make up a small proportion of the Asian American/Pacific Islander
teachers. As a newly licensed Hmong teacher myself, I would like to explore the

perspectives of 11 practicing Hmong Minnesota teachers to gain insight of what
factors brought them into the teaching profession and what causes them to stay in
the profession.

Preliiminary Literature Review
There are not many articles to date that address Hmong teachers in
Minnesota or in the United States. Through an exhaustive search, the literafure

review will draw upon research related to the general need of teachers of color in
the u,orkforce, the needs of the Hmong community, the barriers Hmong

individuals face in pursuing education, and the current literafure on recruitment
and retention in the teaching profession.

Historically, the Hmong settled mainly into Laos and Thailand, although
they Lraced their historical roots all the way to China. The Hmong were secretly
recruited by the United States CIA to fight against the Communist North
Vietrramese in the Vietnam War (Adler, 2000). The 1962 Geneva Accords did not
allorn'any military actron in Laos so there was no documentation of the Hmong's
servir:e and veterans' benefits were not granted (Adler, 2000). Thereafter, many
Hmo.ng were forced to flee their homes in Laos and leave their loved ones behind.

They settled in refugee camps in Thailand before coming to the United States in
the 1970s.
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The language barrier, along with the hardships of immigration made it

difficult for the Hmong once they were settled in the United States. Many suffered
from post-traumatic stress due to the war. The first arrival of the Hmong to the
United States was in l9l5. Many were concentrated in California, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin and were clustered with family. According to the American
Community Survey five-year estimates from 2006-2010 the Hmong data reported

81/20 Hmong in California,

58,770 Hmong in Minnesota and 43,798 Hmong in

Wisconsin. The Hmong are a small Asian ethnic group and considered Southeast
Asian.

Higher education is highly valued by Asians. In the Hmong community, it
is seen as a path for upward mobility. A degree in higher education is seen as a

reflection of the parents and as one of the highest honors one could bring to the

family (Mathews, 2000). However, there also come some stereotypes. Asian
Americans are seen as the model minority, but this stereotype does not apply to

all Asian groups. It is important to note that diversity among Asian groups in
many areas is not limited to language, culture, and country of origin. There is a
generalized belief that Asian Americans are excelling in college and are
oveffepresented in college. However, this is not the case for all Asians (Her,
2014). As a result, this generalized belief ignores the challenges that some Asian
groups may face in their educational journey. Her (2014) stated, "southeast

Asian-Americans do not fit in this mold. They encounter many educational
challenges that are related to their migration to the United States, English

proficiency, and socio-economic stafus" (p.36). He suggests schools and teachers
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need to be ready to serve Southeast Asian American students by engaging in

culturally responsive teaching, planning relevant curriculum, and knowing the
historical backgrounds of the sfudents.
Statement of Purpose for the Project and how it will Address the Issue or
Problem
The purpose of the project is to shed light on the motivation and retention
factors of practicing Hmong Minnesota teachers since there has not been much
research on Hmong teachers. The rich perspectives from these teachers

will help

to provide a unique and broad scope in understanding of what
factors/characteristics are in place to keep them in the teaching field. Furthermore,
this project will help shed light on furure research in discovering what can be

further done to retain Hmong Minnesota teachers and teachers of color, and in all,
good teachers in general for the Minnesota school educational system. Exploring
the perspectives of this unique group of Hmong teachers

will also attempt to meet

the needs of the large Hmong sfudent population in Minnesota.

Specilics of the Sample
Eleven practicing Hmong Minnesota teachers will be invited to be

interview as participants through personal, academic, and social networks.
Through the participants, I will also solicit each participant in locating other
potential informants similar in Lee's study (1997) where she explored Hmong
American women's pursuit of higher education. The hope is also to be able to
interview Hmong Minnesota teachers who also have left the profession. This will
provide a wider scope of the factors and also be able to possibly cross-examine
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similar and different factors. Potential participants will receive an invitational
letter, statement of purpose, and sample interview questions. Questions

will focus

on teaching and biographical backgrounds as well as open-ended questions on

what factors interested them in teaching, what retains them in the teaching field,
and what other suggestions they may have to keep teachers of color, especially

Hmong teachers, in the field.

Description of the Form and Format of the Final Product
The final product will be a short video compilation of Hmong Minnesota
teachers sharing their perspectives on what factors retain them in the teaching

field. Themes will be drawn out through the video. The intent on this final product
is to have rich and broad insights from Hmong Minnesota teachers, and to be
shared as needed as schools continue to strive to recruit and retain a more diverse

body of teachers of color in Minnesota. This will also meet the growing diversiry
in the Twin Cities. The video may be used as an educational tool and may be
distributed as needed to inspire future aspiring Hmong teachers.

Coming Next
The remainder of the paper will include chapter 2, a literature review on
the current research related to Hmong and Asian teachers, followed by chapter 3,
the carryout of the project, and

finally chapter 4, a frnal self-reflection.
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Literature Review
This literafure review will draw upon research related to the general need
for more teachers of color in teaching and how a more diverse teacher workforce
benefits students. It

will

also summarize research about the specific needs of the

Hmong community and consider the barriers and challenges Hmong individuals
face in pursuing education. Lastly, this review

will

discuss recent literature on a

few successful strategies that are effective in addressing the barriers.
Need for Minority Teachers

According to the October 2004 Assessment of Diversity in America's
Teaching Force, many states have rccognized the need to recruit and retain
teachers of color. This is because there are many benefits to having more teachers

of color in the classroom. Some of the benefits that are discussed in this report
include the role of teachers of color as cultural brokers, role models for sfudents
of color, and opportunity providers for cultural enrichment in sfudents' learning
about diversity (Assessment of Diversity in America's Teaching Force,2004).
The report also stated that teachers of color make more social and relational
impact than on academic gains. Recommendations to recruit teachers of color
have been successful, but need accountability. The report recommended policies

to recruit more teachers of color in the following ways: providing additional
resources and support for successful programs in recruiting, enacting more

legislation to increase and support the number of teachers of color, conducting
research on perforrnance of passage of teacher exams by different ethnic groups
and administering successful efforts to help teacher candidates pass exams.
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The few sfudies available about Hmong teachers that reflect the findings

in the October 2004 Assessment of Diversity in America's Teaching Force report
regarding teachers of color as cultural brokers and role models was researched by

Low & Wong (1998), and Upadhyay (2009). The Low & Wong (1998) study
revealed a positive effect of having a Hmong teacher in a Hmong classroom
setting compared to a non-Hmong teacher in a traditional classroom setting by
observing the behavior of two fifth grade Hmong students, one male and one
female, in the two different classroom settings. The authors observed the
behaviors of the two Hmong sfudents once a week for 90 minutes over an eightweek period. They looked at the frequency of the four-targeted behaviors: hand
raising, teacher-to-sfudent interaction, student-to-student interaction, and smiling

in five-minute intervals for data analysis.
The subject areas were alike in both of the classroom settings, yet the
differences included the content. Instruction and discussion in the Hmong
classroom was delivered in Hmong and instructional strategies were more

collaborative compared to the traditional classroom, where individual work was
emphasized, and English was spoken more often.
The sfudy showed the female student was more lively and zealous in the

Hmong classroom setting with the Hmong instructor opposed to the traditional
classroom setting with a non-Hmong instructor, where the female student was
more compliant. Specifically, the female student raised her hand almost six more
times and interacted with the Hmong teacher five times more often than with the

non-Hmong teacher. Whereas, the male sfudent showed similar behavior patterns
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in both the regular and Hmong class setting, but was clearly more lively and
participatory in the Hmong class setting. The authors explained the difference in
behavior was due to difference in culrural and language backgrounds in the
settings, and may also be due to gender and cultural factors, but also due to
differences in curriculum and pedagogy.
The Low and Wong (1998) study has some limitations. The Hmong
teacher in the study was an intern, and was in his last semester of completing a
teacher education program. The Hmong teacher created a Hmong Culfure,

Language and History Program in his last semester. Nonetheless, this study sheds

light on the positive influence

a

Hmong teacher can have on Hmong students in

the classroom. The Hmong teacher saw himself as a role model and an advocate

to the Hmong students, and as a broker between Hmong and American culture.

Although the Hmong teacher concluded he did not see much progress in some of
his students, the Hmong teacher felt that he was able to empower the Hmong
students with the notion that they can succeed because many rarely see a Hmong
teacher in the classroom. More importantly, the Hmong teacher created a

culfurally relevant curriculum that integrated Hmong values and beliefs and
encouraged students to share their realsize and program length made

life experiences. Limitations in sample

it difficult to examine the impacts of the sludy.

Although the sfudents were randomly selected in the study, there were only two
students.

A larger

sample size would allow for more comparison. The length

of

the program was four months and ended when the Hmong intern completed the
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licensure program. It would be advantageous to study future programs to
determine the effects of Hmong culfural programs.

Like the Low & Wong sfudy (1998), Upadhyay's (2009) case study
showed how a Hmong teacher served as a role model to Hmong students and how

the Hmong teacher did this by using the sfudent's knowledge as a source

of

empowerment to encourage them to excel in science. The study was conducted in
an elementary school in a well-populated Hmong neighborhood

in

a

Midwestern

city and followed a female Hmong teacher who had two years of teaching
experiences. The

fifth grade classroom was made up of a total 29 students: l9

Hmong, 7 White and 3 African Americans students. The author used data from
videotapes of the science lesson plans, audiotapes of interviews with the female
Hmong teacher, and interviews with students and parents who spoke English.

Also,

B science lessons

during regular science classes in 2004 were videotaped.

From the videotapes, Upadhyay conducted six interviews with the Hmong teacher

to gather more information and context about using the sfudent's knowledge as a
source of empowerrnent in the Science classes.

It was found that the Hmong teacher's identity and past experiences as a
Hmong student helped her to be mindful in teaching science to the Hmong
students. Specifically, the following reasons motivated the Hmong teacher to

integrate Hmong culfure into her science lessons and to be a more culrurally and

socially responsive science teacher. The lack of teacher incorporation of Hmong
culfure into science classes in the Hmong teacher's previous school, as well as,
the struggle to acculturate from being Hmong to American, believing that only
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Americans can do well in science, made the Hmong teacher think that being
Hmong was an obstacle.
The sludy also revealed that since the Hmong teacher noticed many of her

Hmong students were not passing science and did not like science, this pushed her
to want to embed the students'knowledge of the Hmong culfure into the

curriculum. This would make students' learning more relevant and engaging.
When the Hmong teacher was trying to restructure the science curriculum to use
the sfudents' knowledge, she faced challenges and tensions. This include the

teaching style, the delivery of instruction, and the pressure between teaching the
students to understand the science concepts and teaching the students to get better
test scores. The Hmong teacher worked through these challenges and tensions by

negotiating and getting support from students, parents and the principal
(Upadhyay,2009). Lesson plans were given to the principal and principal
observations happened from time to time. There was balanced direct instruction
and instruction that used the students' knowledge.

All

chances to participate, and parents were encouraged to

students were given equal

join and be engaged in the

classroom.

The Hmong teacher represented a successful Hmong role model to the

Hmong students, both boys and girls. For example, the Hmong teacher was aware
of the cultural pressures that Hmong girls face regarding getting married at

a

young age, This was also evident in Lee's (1997) interview study of Hmong
women pursuing higher education and their view of early marriage as a barrier.
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Thus, the Hmong teacher was able to connect to the Hmong students' identities
and encourage them to find careers in the science field and outside of the home.

Low & Wong (1998) and Upadhyay (2009) sfudies both highlight that the
ethnic identity of Hmong teachers is important and that when Hmong sfudents see
teachers like themselves, they feel empowered to be successful in school, These

findings reiterate the need for Hmong teachers to join the teacher workforce,
especially in Minnesota, where many Hmong reside, second only to California.

Both studies suggest the need to have a curriculum focused on a greater
awareness of Hmong culture, history, and language, and a need for teachers to

practice cuhurally relevant pedagogy. The need to transform the curriculum can
also help underrepresented students excel in disciplines that may have not been so

attractive to them. In Updahyay's (2009) sfudy, it would have been beneficial to
have a Hmong translator in order to obtain responses from Hmong parents who

only spoke Hmong to obtain a higher response rate. Although, this case study is
only one glimpse of Hmong teachers' experience, it helps to shed light on the
importance of recruiting and retaining Hmong teachers in the Minnesota teacher

workforce.
In contrast, Ramanathan's (2006) sfudy analyzed data from the
Department of Education of Asian American teachers representing a Midwestern
state which reflected the changing demographics of the Asian American

population. The sfudy showed that Asian Ameri can teachers had little effect on
the curriculum. Two of the 34 participants surveyed cited including curriculum to

include Asian cuhure and history, while many others wanted to maintain the

Augsburg UniversitY Library
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status quo. In Ramanthan's (2006) study, the author cited from Twisleton's

(2004) sfudy that Asian American teachers teach the curriculum and do not
involve themselves in decision-making process in the curriculum or with the
social strucfure of the working environment. The reason may be that since there
are only a few Asian teachers in a school building, the desire to seek change in the

curriculum may not be of priority. However, the sfudy did not desegregate the
ethnic groups within the larger Asian American teacher goup and therefore, these
results cannot be generahzed to Asian American teachers as a whole. This study
does help to inform how Hmong teachers, who also make up the Asian American
teachers population, may or may not experience similar feelings when wanting to
change the curriculum.

Ramanathan's (2006) research also revealed that Asian American teachers

took the role as an interlocutor, that is, they acted as mediators since they were
seen as

"neutral" (Ramanathan,2006; Low & Wong, 1998) and were able to help

to dissolve issues among diverse groups. Many of the participants reported they
did receive support in the areas of teaching, curriculum, and discipline, but most
support needed did not address changes in the curriculum. The author concluded
the need for diversifying the curriculum to include more content about Asian

culture, history, and language due to globalization, but other researchers say the
need was to engage in relevant pedagogy for sfudents to be academically

successful (Low & Wong, l99B; Her,2014; Updahyay,2009).
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Hmong Needs
In the Hmong community, some parents still believe schools in the United
States have the main responsibility to teach their children (Vang, 2005). Many

Hmong parents are refugees and had little or no formal education prior to coming

to the United States (Timm, 1994; Updahyay, 2008), even when in the refugee
camps (Vang, 2005), Many Hmong men had to work with little English skills and

did not have time to sfudy English because they were expected to work by their
U.S. sponsors and U.S. government (Root, Rudawski, Taylor, & Rochon,2003).
Thus, women began to leam English while their husbands were at work, found

jobs, and left their children in the care of grandparents (Root et. al, 2003).
Prior to their coming to the United States, education of Hmong girls was
very rare in the Hmong community (Timm, 1994). When entering into the United
States, education opportunities were available and accessible. Even so, Timm

(1994) reported that during the 1980s, there were high dropout rates in Hmong

girls in high school partially because of the traditional role of marrying and
bearing children early. This is because the Hmong adhere to strict traditional
gender roles. Males are seen as the breadwinners and females as the homemakers.

The Hmong also follow a patrilineal system where boys are valued over girls; this
makes it hard for girls and women to pursue education. Traditionally, girls got

married as early as 12 and boys as early as 14. These strict gender roles and
norrns have caused tension and acted as barriers to Hmong women in educational

pursuits (Lee, 1997).
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However, this traditional view has been slowly changing. Many HmongAmerican parents believe a good education helps pave the way for their child to
get a good

life and a good job (Timffi, 1994). Most recent data by the American

Community Survey in 2014 reported that 16.9% Hmong females hold

a

bachelor's degree or higher at when compared to 18.4% of Hmong males who
hold a bachelor degree or higher (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2014). These
statistics imply that Hmong females are pursuing education and closely following
Hmong males. Educational opportunities afforded to Hmong women in the United
States has made

it possible for many Hmong females to challenge Hmong gender

roles, yet also comes with challenges in their educational pursuits.
Lee (1997) sought out to explore that culfural differences was not the only
factor why Hmong American women had low enrollment in schools, that
economic, social and political factors also were barriers to their pursuit in
education. The study consisted of open-ended interviews with

Hmong students aged

1B

2l first generation

through32. The interviews lasted from one and half

hours to seven hours and took place in one and three sessions. The first session
focused on life stories and the remaining sessions focused questions uncovering

women's educational histories, their family life and their role in the Hmong
community. Lee (1997) also looked at Asian American and Hmong American
community newspapers, conducted participant observations in homes, and
attended Hmong college events/seminars.

The interview stories tell of culrural transformation as a difficult and slow
process. They described internal struggles of abiding by cultural norms. Yet, the
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women saw themselves as agents of change in challenging culture as they pursued
higher education. A couple of the Hmong women were viewed as role models by
other Hmong women and the elders of their community since they were starting
to change the notions of Hmong women and education.
Lee ( 1997) found there was a link berween attaining education and
freedom from male authority. The women believed that as they pursued higher
education, it would allow them to achieve self-empowerrnent and selfindependence to break away from traditional Hmong gender norns. Stories from

mothers, observations of how gender roles play at home, or the notion of not
being afforded education opportunities reiterated the need to attain a college
degree. The findings of the study also revealed that early marriage and early child

bearing were the two greatest obstacles that stood in the way of many Hmong
women's journey to higher education and that this was traditionally followed in
the Hmong culrure. Furtherrnore, the fear that Hmong men would consider a

Hmong woman who pursues career over an early marriage undesirable and too

old, therefore, may lead to some marrying early. For participants in the study who
did wed early and had children early, many did return to school or had hopes of
refurning, but faced the struggle of finding childcare.
The findings also revealed that all participants were financially motivated
to enroll in higher education because they believed it would lead to social

mobility and economic stability. The reason behind this was due to growing up in
a

family where the participants saw their parents struggling to make ends meet.

Public assistance and low paying jobs were not enough. However, Lee cited from
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Suarez-Orzco's 1996 study, that "anti-immigrant sentiment and welfare bashing
created a hostile climate for Asian Americans and Latino immigrants and

refugees" (p.820). Socially, the media portrayed the Hmong as "lazy welfare
recipients, stupid, backwards and foreign" (Lee, 1997 , p.821). The women's
response to the remarks varied from the need to educate the public about the

history of the Hmong, the right to be on public assistance to start out, and that the
comments were racist. Some of the younger women in the study started to

internalize andbelieve the media which lead to self-doubt and less participation in
class. This was more applicable to the young women who came to the United
States at a youn

g age and may have been confused about the Hmong involvement

in the Vietnam War and why the Hmong were now in the United States.
Consequently, Lee ( 1997) discussed that during the period of the 1990s,

political attempts for welfare reform in Wisconsin would make it hard for Hmong
families who depended on welfare. The push to find employment quickly and to
get

off welfare was a struggle with

a language

barrier and a limited time period of

which welfare support could be received. For single mothers in the study, it made

it difficult for them to balance and persist in school with work and finding
childcare for their children.

Although the studies by Timm (1994) and Lee (1997) are foundational
research articles, they are the building blocks to current research about the Hmong
and give credence to the Leadership Application Project. Lee's study provided a

glimpse of the barriers Hmong women face when trying to pursue education.

Implications for this study include the researcher's own background. Lee is a
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woman of an Asian descent and conducts research in Asian communities and
discussed authenticity while setting her own biases aside. Lee discussed that when

participants met her, they knew she was not Hmong, but were interested whether
they had any similarities in cuhure and in family life. Lee's sample size came

from her participants and they were asked to suggest more informants for
participation in the srudy and also additional interview questions and topics in the
study. This helped to keep Lee's sample authentic to Hmong women.

Lee's (1991) study concludes that the women's experiences tell of how
cultural/private and strucfural/public concerns all limit one's education and will
affect future and older generations. As a result, finding ways to navigate these
concerns may provide a way to help Hmong women pursue education and

beyond. Researchers may want to look at what can be done earlier in the school
process to support not only Hmong women, but also Hmong men to successfully

pursue education and beyond. It is important to explore and find out the needs

of

the Hmong community and when the needs are known, steps can be taken to meet
the needs.

For the Hmong, many parents are unfamiliar with U.S. school education
and schooling. As a result,

it is hard for parents to support their children at home.

There is a belief that teachers are more knowledgeable about sfudent's academic
progress and should be the first one to approach Hmong parents about

collaboration (Thao, 2003). This is seen as the first step to help build a home
school connection. For many Hmong families, school volunteer involvement is

limited to transportation of the children to and from school.
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One strategy to support Hmong children and families in schools is to
bridge home and school life. Thao (2003) conducted a study at a northern

California elementary school to explore how home and school factors affect the
education of Hmong students since many Hmong students are not doing well
academically in school. The participants included2T individuals: nine Hmong
students, nine Hmong parents and nine teachers, all who voluntarily partook in the

one-hour interviews. Students were in grades three through six; and of three of the
nine students were born in Thai refugee camps and along with parents have been

in the United States for less than five years. The teachers taught Kindergarten
through sixth grade. Interviews were done in Hmong for parents and interviews
were done in both Hmong and English for students at their preference.

In the study, Thao (2003) discovered that students and families and
schools al1 stressed the need to have well-balanced relationships among all
parties. This included the need to have communication, trust, and shared resources
and ideas to help Hmong students be successful. Equally important, is the

environment. The Hmong students stated that an environment that is relaxed and

low stress will help support the Hmong sfudents in the way it can allow them to
explore American culrure. In addition, integrating Hmong and American culture
and a supportive environment by parents who show love and care

will help

the

Hmong sfudents with their struggles. Meanwhile, all the teachers reported an
environment where Hmong sludents have support both in Hmong and English
could be important strategy in school to help students succeed. Five of the nine
teachers stated that having a Hmong bilingual aid in school would be helpful,
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The Hmong students also described how having a Hmong language and
culture program in school would help them to learn about the Hmong culture and
also help to communicate better with their parents. Parents in turn also stated the

importance for schools to provide opportunities for their children learn about the

Hmong culture along with other cultures, and also learn how to be Hmong and
American. In addition, the parents also noticed how Hmong culture was not
discussed in the curriculum. This was also researched by Low

& Wong (1998) in

their research following a Hmong intern that created a Hmong culrural language
program.

While the study took place in California and not Minnesota, it reveals the
importance of bridging home and school environments for the Hmong

community, This is one way to help support Hmong students to be successful.
The sample was representative of what the author sought out to study; the
perspectives from students, parents, and teachers were all valuable. There were no

Hmong teachers or Hmong bilingual aids in the interviews. However, it would be
interesting to explore their perspectives and experiences from their roles.

An exploratory study by Lor (2010) interviewed five Wisconsin Hmong
teachers' experiences and perspectives and stated that "this emerging group

of

ethnic minority teachers, the Hmong have not been looked at, and that in the last
three decades, the number of Hmong teachers in the United States has steadily

increased" (p.36). The author derived the sample from two databases, the 20062007 Wisconsin teacher database and teacher-licensing database from the

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. The initial list had 89 Hmong
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teachers and all were sent an invitation letter and sample interview questions in

the sfudy, but only five answered and participated in the srudy. Four females and
one male Hmong teacher were in the study and ranged from three to fifteen years

of teaching experiences. All the participants went to school in Wisconsin from
elementary to college and all had Hmong as their first language. Three of the
participants were born outside of the United States and two were born in the

United States. Interviews lasted for 2-3 hours and took place at school and at
home.

The study offered a rich scope of what teaching means to the five Hmong
teachers. Lor (2010) looked at how a variety of

life experiences such

as of K-12

school, educational attainment, being born in the United States or Thailand or
Laos, personal family life, and expected gender roles affect the Hmong teachers'
teaching practices and philosophies. Overall, there was much similarly befween
these teachers. To begin with, the elementary journey was a fun experience and

many participants stated that they had teachers who positively influenced them. In

junior high, participants talked about different factors impacting them in personal
and academic life. There were changes in biological and social developments,

friend groups were forming, and there were different academic expectations. High
school experiences varied for the participants. Two were married and had

children, one dropped out, one had

a

job, one was involved in extracumicular

activities, and one was involved in truancy gangs and almost did not graduate
from high school.
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managed to attend college and were first generation college sfudents.

The reason they all made the final decision to pursue education was for two
reasons. There were educational programs designed for underrepresented teachers

with financial benefits that drew three of the participants. Secondly, the support of
teachers and parents helped the two other participants choose education as a
career. One stated that her teacher amazed her and showed her the world

of

literafure while the other spoke of how her dad spoke about the importance of
education. All reported that their strong value for education, motivation, high
expectations, family support, and a sense of wanting to achieve great were all

contributing factors in the decision to become a teacher (Lor, 2010).
For all the participants, their teaching philosophy was seen as a process
that evolved into a cycle, including advancing social justice and equity to
observation, assessment and evaluation of lesson plans, services programs and to

refining and modifying plans and starting the process again. Al1 parlicipants found
the first several years of teaching to be

difficult, yet rewarding. When overcoming

challenges, student management appeared to be the hardest challenge and one

participant said she overcame this by simplifying her rules. One participant took
two years to learn how to teach students from diverse backgrounds and abilities.
Another challenge was learning how to motivate students who lacked motivation.
One participant encouraged their sfudents to see school in a different way. The

findings also revealed that it was challenging to work with diverse families who
had

little or no experience with formal schooling themselves and with how the

school system works. The participants believed it was necessary for them to
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communicate to the parents and students about their responsibilities and roles so
that learning can take place. Lastly, the participants also discussed their stresses

working with teacher colleagues and administration due to the lack of training and
experiences working with diverse groups, and at the same time balancing personal
and professional duties in and outside of school.

Lor's (2010) study is only the beginning of many of the future studies to
come, hopefully,

it sheds light on Hmong teachers and their stories to become

educators and what they offer as teachers.

It is only one snapshot of five Hmong

teachers' reflective journey; exploring more Hmong teachers' perspectives would
be advantageous to cross-examine similar or dissimilar experiences. Professional

development workshops are in place to help with school challenges and should be
explored to examine effectiveness and how teachers bring their learning from

training back into the classroom, Looking at recruitment efforts such as teacher
education programs with financial support and the influence of parental influence
rnay also give light to how to better recruit more Hmong teachers. Furthermore,
the question of what factors retaining Hmong teachers is

still an

area that needs to

be explored.

Recruitment and Retention Efforts
Research about the Hmong in teacher prep programs was highlighted in a

study by Root, Rudawski, Taylor, & Rochon (2003). They analyzed the attrition

of Hmong teaching candidates in two teacher education programs in Wisconsin
led by the U.S. Department of Education. The education programs targeted
Hmong paraprofessionals and recent high school graduates working towards
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teacher certification. The participants were former students in the two projects

ranging from age 25 to 50. Twelve of the twenty-three participants were phone

interviewed and two answered a questionnaire. Exit interviews and project files
for the nine sfudents who did not respond were analyzed and used to complete the
questionnaire and included in the data.
The sfudy found that factors leading to attrition were mixed. Seventeen of
the 23 sfudents who had

left the programs were nontraditional age students and

dropped out because they had marriage and family obligations. Ten of the
students were paraprofessionals and had a hard time balancing jobs with

schoolwork. Secondary factors for four students leaving the program were varied
from academic difficulty, GPA requirements of 2.5 or higher, the long length of
the program, limited time to complete the program, among other reasons such as

family crisis, a change in major, and other unknown reasons. The above factors
were also addressed in Lau et al., study (2007) with appropriate program

monitoring in academic grades and alternate schedules for paraprofessionals to
take classes on Fridays, deemed possible for progress in teacher education
programs. Implications of the sfudy reiterate the need to provide mentorship in
programs, leadership that reflects the Hmong students, and flexibility in time for

completing the program, specifically for Hmong students.

A successful nationally led recruitment program was the Pathways to
Teaching Careers Program that started in 1989 and gave grants to many college

institutions in 26 states. The program selected and screened participants from
three groups: teacher assistants, substitute teachers, and temporarily certified
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& Hoffman

(2007), the authors investigated the retention factors of the teaching program at

Armstrong Atlantic State Universiry (AASU). Of the 105 participants, 89 were
Black and the rest were White with a 620/o return rate on surueys. It was reported,
"Ninety-seven of the graduates remained in Georgia and were employed in lowincome schools. Retention rates over a ten-year period total 95o/o, a rate that far
exceeds the national average" (Lau et al. ,200J, p. 30). The authors suggest that

this program serves as a model to recruit and retain teachers of colors because it
had the following: a thorough screening process of the best candidates who desire

to teach, mentorship and social support systems in place for new teachers, and a
committed leadership team from all parties to provide a culturally sensitive
environment, and as well as the tools and resources necessary for new teachers of

color to be successful.

While this study focused on Black and White candidates, this program
may serve as a model to recruit future Hmong candidates into the field because of
its unique areas of focus in their programming. The reason is that it can be
attractive for Hmong candidates because there are Hmong individuals who are in
the three categories of teacher assistants, substitute teachers, and temporarily

certified teachers. Teacher education programs should consider looking for ways
to refine and adjust accordingly so programs can be effective and serve the
specific needs of each potential teacher candidate group.

Recruiting teacher of color candidates in teacher preparation programs can
be successful, but

it also has struggles. For Latinola groups, the pursuit of higher
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education has been a struggle, thus recruiting and retaining has also been difficult.

This is one explanation why there has been a struggle to recruit Latino/a
individuals in the field of teaching. Standardized tests and early race conscious
admission policies have made it hard for Latino/a students to enter college.

An ethnographic sfudy by lrtzarry (201 1) followed the journey of five
Latino/a students from teacher recruitment into in a teacher prep program called
Project TEACH at a predominately white northeastern United States college to

their first jobs as teachers. The author found emerging themes among the
participants of their voices being unheard, silenced, and invisible in three areas -

curriculum and instruction, social space, and school policy. The curuiculum and
instruction were not culturally relevant to the Latinola students and made students
feel like they had to be the voice for all Latrnola and they would rather not be.
Social space at the college made it hard for one of the students experiencing first
hand discriminatory and stereotypical views of Latino/a individuals as custodial
rather than as a student or staff. The school policy did not allow sfudents to
choose a school near one's home for placement and therefore, transportation was
also a challenge. Although the five participants in the study faced struggles, four

successfully completed the program and have careers in education and social
service. Ir,tzarcy (201I ) reported that "4 of the participants cited their academic
success as a form of resistance, a way

for them to speak back to those whose

policies and practices served to silence them" (p.282fi.
The study focused on the Latino/a sfudents' experiences and
recommended what teachers can do better to support pre-service Latino/a and
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teachers of color and the need for institutions to do a better job in confronting

silent racism and discrimination and for policy changes in higher education.

Although it does not talk about the Hmong population, there are some similarities
between Latino/a experiences and Hmong experiences. The Hmong also face
stereotypes: they are portrayed as lazy and dependent on welfare from the media,
and taking over jobs (Lee, 1997) and thus, ffiny discourage them from going to

school. The Hmong also stress the need for curriculum to be inclusive of one's
cuhure in school (Low & Wong, 1998; Upadhyay,2009). Many Hmong students
may relate to Latino/a sfudents feeling that their voices are unheard or silenced
when their cuhure and identity are not found in the curriculum as experienced by
the Hmong teacher in Updahyay (2009). Many Latrnola and Hmong do not speak

English as their first language and may have troubles in passing teacher
examinations, although they were successfully recruited into teacher education
programs. Therefore the question remains, recruiting efforts may be successful,
but what can be done to retain teachers of color, specifically Hmong teachers?
The question still lingers and

will

need to continuously be explored.

Retaining Teachers
Retaining teachers of color has been problematic. It has been a challenge

to find teachers to filI hard-to-staff schools. Achinstein, Ogawa, Sexton & Freitas
(2010) reviewed 70 studies through existing sfudies and ERIC and SAGE online
education databases to examine turnover and retention, and to identify factors that

affect teachers of color. The authors found that in the overall teacher workforce,
turnover was similar across racial and ethnic groups. Recent sfudies shows that
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there appears to be a higher turnover for teachers of color compared to White
teachers, but this may be due to teachers of color being underrepresented in the

workforce.
From the review of all the studies, Achinstein et al.,(2010) found that
three factors had effects on retention of teachers of color and that these factors can

inform what strategies can be done to support teachers of color in the workforce.
The factors include that teachers of color are motivated by their humanistic views
to give back to their community. Teachers of color were more likely to remain
teaching in urban school areas whereas their white teacher colleagues were more

likely to move for financial gains. Particularly some Latino teachers stayed in
their jobs due to commitment to their students that were similar to them. In

addition, teachers of color saw themselves as cultural and linguistic resources to
the students and their families. Second, a schools' environment may affect
retention, meaning that teachers of color left due to a perceived lack

of

appreciation of multiculturalism capital in the school. Lastly, the kinds

of

preparation programs of teachers of color, specifically those who focused on
supporting and preparing teachers of color, positively affect retention.
One of the limitations in this study is finding which factors affect the
furnover and retention of teachers of color. The study focused on the reviews

of

sfudies that focused on retention of mainly new teachers because they had the

highest turnover rate. Although this study did look at teachers of color, it is

difficult to draw any specific findings about Hmong teachers. However, these
sfudies may give insight into similar findings of why Hmong teachers choose to
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teach and why they may continue to teach. As a result, there is a need to further
research and explore the perspectives of this unique group of Hmong teachers.

Another study by Ingersoll & May (2011) agreed with Achinstein et al.,
(2010) that retaining teachers of color is a challenge even though recruitment

efforts have been successful the last two decades. Ingersoll & May (2011) looked
at national data from the late 1980s to 2009 from the U.S. Department

of

Education national survey of teachers and administrators to explore the shortage

of minority teachers. Data from Ingersoll & May's study (2011) showed that there
is a gap befween the percentage of minority students and the percentage of

minority teachers in U.S. In 2008-2009,34Yo of the nation's population was
minority, and 4l% of all elementary and secondary sfudents were minority, but

only L6.5% of all elementary and secondary teachers were minority (p. 63).
Ingersoll & May (2011) reported that minority teachers have entered the
teaching fields at higher rates compared to whites over the last two decades, but
are leaving at higher rates. "The data show that at the beginning of the 2003-04

school year, 47,600 minoriry teachers entered teaching. However, by the

following year, 20% more- 56,000 had left teaching (p.64)." The study found
male minority teachers were likely to move from school to school or leave the
teaching profession (Ingersoll & Muy,

20ll). In addition, there

was a high

furnover for minority teachers because many were employed at schools that
served higher disadvantaged students and which also have less desirable working

conditions, also noted in Achinstein, et al., (2010). Authors conclude that

recruitment and retention initiatives should go hand-in-hand and there should be
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accountability in these reforms. This study captured a long period of minority
teachers from the 1980s to 2009, yet, finding the breakdown of each specific

ethnic group of minorities was undetermined. Future educators may want to look
at what can be done to make working conditions better and how to provide

appropriate incentives for teachers who do continue work at hard schools and
gender differences in leaving a teaching career.

Need for Asian Teachers

Early research has addressed the need for Asian American teachers, Asian
who can bring many benefits to Asian American sfudents to help with emotional
problems, self-identity, and the importance of communicating with families
(Rong & Preissle, 1997). An early sfudy by Rundall & Hernandez(1986)
explained that due to an increase of Asians immigrating to the United States since
1980 there is a growing demand for bilingual Asian teachers. They discussed how

American-born Asian teachers and Asian immigrants in California are two
qualified groups to meet this demand. Yet, there are challenges each group faces.
The first group, American-born Asian teachers, lack fluency in their native Asian
language and thus may be mistrusted by immigrant families, whereas Asian

immigrants may struggle to pass teacher exams and have difficulty with discipline
or class control. The authors stated that when candidates from these two groups
successfully receive credentials, they are qualified teachers to teach and may help

to diversify the teaching workforce and meet the needs of the Asian student
population. The study lacked depth and specificity in sample, in procedure and in
data analysis, and was not representative of Hmong teachers. However,

it sheds
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light on the beginning need of Asian teachers since immigration of Asians was
slowly coming to the United States. Hmong individuals do come from two groups
like the Asians in the study: American-born Hmong and also Hmong as refugees
from Thailand and Laos. Hence, the Hmong may also

fill

the need for Asian

American teachers in America.
In an early study by Gordon (1994), the researcher drew out the research
question "Why do you think students of color are not going into teaching?" from a
larger research project that took over a two year period. The original sfudy had six

interview questions and asked 140 teachers of color to reflect on the questions.
Gordon conducted face-to-face semi-structured interviews and choose to focus on
this research question in this study. The participants of the sfudy were all teachers
that came from four racial/ethnic groups including Latino/Hispanic, Asian

American, Native American and African American/Black. They were from
Cincinnati, Seattle, or Long Beach. The author had access to this particular
sample due to her knowledge of knowing someone from each city that could help

her get access to the district and meet the following criteria. The teachers who
were selected to particrpate in the sfudy met the criteria: "they selected teaching
as a career and completed a teacher education program; are

working in the field,

often in urban schools; are usually working with students of color who could
choose teaching as a career; and represent strong views held within communities

of color as to perceptions of teaching and teacher education" (Gordon, 1994, p.
347).
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Gordon found 17 themes explaining why students were not entering the
teaching field, but categorized them into three areas for analysis. The three areas
were related to educational experiences, culfural and community concerns, and
social and economic obstacles. First, education experiences that made it
undesirable for sfudents of color to consider going into the teaching field included
a lack

of support in teacher prep programs, an inability to keep up with classes,

the negative experiences in school, the sefup of school systems to make minority

children fail, and the lack of respect from students as a teacher (Gordon, 1994).
Second, cultural and community concerns also deter students from

entering the teaching field (Gordon,1994). Many parents had little or no formal
schooling of their own and thus provided little motivation to their children. There
was also discouragement coming from counselors and middle class parents who

knew the benefits of education. For example, counselors did not encourage Native
Americans to go into teaching, rather into business and drafting. A few Latino
teachers stated that Latino parents saw education as important, but as more

focused on survival. Parents, whether middle-class or not, encouraged children to
pursue careers as doctors and lawyers rather than as teachers. In addition, some
teacher participants noted the concept of racelessness. This meant that individuals

would have to give up their own racial identity in the process of becoming
educated (Gordon

,

1994, p.

3a\.

One eighth of the participants said that because

of this, they rejected teaching. A Native American participant stated that
"education is equivalent to going to learn how to be a White man" (Gordon, 1994,

p.3a\. One fifth of the participants stated that one way to increase participation
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of students to do well in school and pursue education is to have positive minority
role models in a school that is, having teachers that look like them. On the other
hand, it was also mentioned that just because one is a minority does not mean they

know how to work with kids, thus explaining another set of challenges. Overall,
there are just not as many minorities in the teaching field

Lastly, social and economic obstacles about the teaching f,reld such as 1ow
pay, the perception of a negative image on career, and how one can find more

opporfunities in fields other than teaching help to explain why students are not
choosing teaching (Gordon, 1994). The three areas inform the obstacles people of

color face in their pursuit of a teaching career and also address the need to have a
better understanding of how to recruit, attract, support, and prepare teacher

of

color candidates.
Gordon ( 1994) recommended that teachers must be better trained to work

with all students from various racial, ethnic, and social economic backgrounds.
The study population helps to provide insight on what they face as people of color

in their aspiration of becoming a teacher and that it must be addressed. This study
did not specify the teacher's number of years of teaching. Gordon, through her
own connections, was able to gain access to her targeted sample. The findings in
this study can be linked to the Hmong community and are also a reiteration of the
studies aforementioned about the Hmong in many ways. For example, many

Hmong parents also lack formal schooling and may not be able to provide
academic encouragement to their children. Furthermore, Hmong children do have
struggles in school academically and may not want to experience racelessness,
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and need support from teachers to do well in school, along with the need to see

more teachers like themselves to serve as positive role models. Overall,

minorities such as in this study, Latino/Hispanic, Asian American, Native
American and African American/Black are all part of the teacher workforce. It
would be informational and beneficial to know the statistics of each teacher

minority group and to be able to cross-examine similarities and differences from
past to present, followed by the need to know each minoriry group's specific
needs in order to recruit and retain teachers of color.

Rong & Preissle (1991) looked at social demographic data from the
decennial census data in 1990 and compared it to the 1970 and 1980 censuses to
examine trends or patterns of the underrepresentation of Asian American teachers

in U.S. schools to patterns with Hispanic and African American teachers. The
shortage of Asian teachers from 1990 decennial census data and from 1970 and
1980, reveal that Asians have been underepresented in the U.S. labor force, the

professional workforce, in post- secondary teaching, and in the population of
school children (age 3-17).It was found that there was even more
underrepresentation of Asian American teachers among Asian nationalities. The
data only listed the five major Asian American groups, Chinese, Filipino,
Japanese, Asian Indian, Korean and Southeast Asian (which included Vietnamese,

Cambodian, Laotian and Hmong.)
Data from 1970,1980, and 1990 revealed that for African and Hispanic

Americans, shortage is related to general shortage of minorities in professional
occupations, but this was not the case for Asian Americans. African and Hispanic
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Americans have been underrepresented in primary and secondary school teachers,

but also in higher education and professional occupation, but not for Asian
Americans. Asian Americans' shortage may be more related to immigration.
The data also revealed that the pool for potential teachers among Asian
Americans, African Americans and Hispanic Americans varied. For African

Americans and Hispanic Americans, they are less likely to finish high school and
graduate with a college degree due to a history of U.S. discrimination and

prejudice. In contrast, Asian Americans 25 years and older ate more likely to be
college graduates, as reported in 1990 data at this age (37o/o Asian American had
college graduate degrees, 29.2% of European Americans, 15.2% of African
Americans and 13.8% of Hispanic Americans). As a result, since Asian
Americans have a higher percentage of graduating, recruiting teachers from this
group may be more productive.
Rong & Preissle (1991) discussed that the causes for the shortage of Asian

American teachers can be explained by occupational orientation, racial
discrimination, parental influence and the teaching profession. Occupation
orientation may be described as a person choosing a career based on availability
and their perception of salary and occupational prestige. Many are aware that the

teaching field is of low pay and low status. People from the same ethnic group
tend to go into the same jobs known as ethnic-enclave occupations as Rong &
Preissle (1997) cited from Jiobu (1988). Ethnic-enclave occupations may include

laundry services, grocery stores, and garment factories. The most recent ethnic
profession is related to science and technology which is drawing Asian American
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women. Data from the 1990 census showed that Asian women college graduates
were oveffepresented in high stafus professions of sciences and technology. More

Asian American women were employed in male dominated professions than
European American worrlen, and immigrant Asian women who graduated

particularly sfudied computer sciences and health occupations. One reason may
be because of better pay and occupational prestige.

Asian Americans have also experienced discrimination and economic
exploitation with many acts such as the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, barring
Asians immigration to the United States (Rong & Preissle, 1997). Asians suffer a

different discrimination from other minorities, one that includes racial prejudice

with xenophobia towards migrants. As part of a first generation immigrant
population, Asian Americans also have less political power and fewer social
networks. The teaching field also experiences political changes, hence Asian
Americans may experience hostility because of their ethnic backgrounds and may
be more vulnerable to discrimination in school settings, Thus, they may choose to

find other jobs to avoid discrimination and racial conflict.
Parental influence is another reason why Asian Americans are not entering
the teaching profession (Rong

& Preissle, 1997). Specifically, Asian American

immigrant parents play a big role in guiding their child's career journey since they
see themselves as

financial and emotional supporters. They want to see their

children attain higher education and beyond. Teaching is not seen as an attractive
career to go into due to the lack of role models of Asian American teachers, fears
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of what teaching professions entail, and parents' own negative experiences with
the school system (Rong

& Preissle,

1997).

It was found that recruiting minorities to teaching should be specific to the
minority group and that patterns of shortage are different for each minority group.
Furthermore, Rong & Preissle suggest refining the patterns of recruitment to tailor

to each minority group and in their research cite and recommend using Lortie's
(197 5) categories of attractors which include general, internal, and external

facilitators to teaching to inform policy changes of teacher recruitment. This sfudy
helped to shed light on the trends and causes of the unique shortages of the Asian

American, Latino American and African American minority groups and they help
to inform schools to evaluate policies and take the necessary steps to improve
teacher recruitment and retention. Specifically, knowing the shortages of why

Asian Americans are not going into teaching may provide an answer to what
strategies can be done to better draw Asian Americans into teaching.

Conclusion
Although there are limited articles on the Hmong, it is important to note
the need for more emerging research on this Southeast Asian group. There are

very few articles about Hmong teachers and of the ones available, they come from
Wisconsin. It would be interesting to investigate and explore patterns and trends,

if any, on the Hmong community in the areas of educational attainment

and the

careers they are choosing from early on in the 1980s to today's time. Bridging

home and school life for Hmong students

will support them to succeed in school
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and beyond, and hopefully recruit them to become future teachers who give back

to their community.
Also, having Hmong teachers (or teachers of color in general) in the
Minnesota workforce will benefits all, since Hmong teachers can act as role
models, be mediators between cultures and races, and also make a positive impact

in the classroom. Recruitment efforts have been successful, but there needs to be
accountability in order to link recruitment and retention together.

Coming Nert
Chapter 3 will describe the LAP video product. It will highlight the voices

of

11 current practicing Hmong Minnesota teachers. Their perspectives and

journeys will help to provide a glimpse of their teaching experiences and may add
to the existing research of the Hmong in Minnesota. Although the small sample
size may be small,

it cannot

be generalized to all Hmong teachers.
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Description of the Final Product
Leading up to the Product
The product of the video "Hmong Perspectives on Teaching" of this
Leadership Application Project (LAP) was created from information gathered

from several sources. A literafure review was conducted and pre-professional and
professional teaching experiences were recalled. Also, interviews of current
Hmong teachers and Hmong teachers who have left teaching in Twin Cities
schools were conducted at a local school and at a local coffee shop. Information
gathered from these sources was compiled to create the final video product.

The final product is a l2-minute video created through iMovie, which

highlights the themes of current practicing Hmong teachers and of Hmong
teachers who have left teaching. The video is meant to be used as an informative
resource to anyone who is interested in learning more about Hmong perspectives
on teaching. This may include high schools, college prep programs, college and

universily academic and career services and Hmong community organizations.

An invitational letter explaining the purpose of the LAP (Appendix A) and
the interview questions (Appendix B) were electronically distributed to thirteen

Hmong teachers in the Twin Cities in October 2016. The interviews asked seven
open-ended questions. The interview process was open for Hmong teachers to

participate over three months from November 2016 through January 2017.
Interested participants were asked to voluntarily participate in the study and to
respond back to the author of this project with a date, time and location to

interview, and their preference of being audio taped or videotaped. Six
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participants were audiotaped, three participants were videotaped, and one male
and one female emailed two written responses. Two of the thirteen teachers did

not respond, giving the survey anB5o/o response rate. Five of the eleven
participants chose to remain anonymous and were given pseudonyms. Interviews
lasted from twenty minutes to an hour and a half. Six interviews were conducted
at Barnes and Noble and two interviews were conducted at the participants'

school. Two written responses were sent electronically to the author.
The following is a break-down of the demographic information from the

interviews: the sample totaled eleven Hmong participants from ages 26 to 50
years, three males and eight females. Six participants were born in Minnesota;
three were bom in Laos and one was born in Colorado and one was born in

Wisconsin. The average year of teaching experiences among all the teachers was
eight and a half years. The participants are from private and public schools around
the Twin Cities and teach grades prekindergarten through middle school.

All

participants completed their licensure in the state of Minnesota.

Teaching Experiences
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Figure 1. Bar graph showing the number of years of teaching experiences.
Source: Lorrie Xiong.
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wide range of teaching

experiences. Four teachers have a range of one through three years in teaching
and two teachers have a range

of

19-21 years in teaching. The reason for three-

year increments in the range of years of teaching experiences is because

Minnesota teachers may acquire tenure status after their third year of teaching.

Why I Like Teaching
ta

6

,
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Students

Identif-vingAha Shaping Studellts

t:ti.:.1

I ...

Experiencing
DifTerent Daily

Mornents

Challenges

Reasons

Figure 2. Bar graph showing the reasons why the participants like teaching.
Source: Lorrie Xiong,

In figure 2, the primary reason the participants like teaching is because
they are "building relationships with the students." Hence, five participants talked
about the enjoyment of hearing their sfudent's stories, and interacting and

conversing with them. The secondary reasons included "identifying aha

moments" and being able to "shape sfudents." "Aha moments" were indicated by
three participants and one participant See Xeng described "aha moments" as,

"...'What I get out of it is the spark in my sfudent's eye, that excitement
when you teach a concept or process and finally you see that clicking, and
that aha moment, that right there, is invigorating, and at times is addictive.

And especially in urban setting, where kids don't have a lot of hope, many
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of my youths and sfudents I've taught, they have a really rough
background or family or neighborhood or whatever, so to be able to give
them a tool that connects them at a personal level, or at least offer them
hope or venues, and to stand in front of them, and say h.y, I live in the
same boat,

I travel them same path, and I am right here, standing right in

front of you, showing I can do it, why can't you do it?"
Two participants indicated "shaping minds" was the main reason why they
enjoy teaching. They discussed giving their students tools to explore, grow and

think critically so they can become productive citizens. Finally, one participant,

Mai See, noted each day she experienced different daily challenges and that was
the reason why she liked teaching. She stated that

it is not like a regular job, but it

is a job that requires a life-style change,

Reasons For Recomnrending
The Teaching Field

Passiorr
360/o

Role Model
644/o

Figure

-3.

Pie chart showing the reasons why Hmong teacher would recommend

the teaching field. Source: Lorrie Xiong

Figure 3 shows 64% of Hmong teachers responded by stating that they
would recommend the teaching field to future Hmong students if they want to be
a

role model to all students, including Hmong students. Meanwhile 36Yo of
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Hmong teachers responded they would recommend the teaching field if those
students have the passion to teach. This means they want to influence and make a

difference in the lives of sfudents. The participants in the 64 percentile discussed
the importance of Hmong students seeing teachers that look like themselves in the

classroom and in general for all sfudents, including students of color. In return,
this gives students, especially Hmong students, a sense of empowerrnent and
confidence, along with the ability to make more connections in learning, similarly
to the studies in Low & Wong (1998) and Upadhyay (2004) as discussed in
Chapter 2.
From the interviews, two teachers left the field. One teacher, Mai See, left
after three years because of the primary reason of pay and the secondary reason

of

finding the teaching profession as a stressful job that requires a100% change in
life-style. The unique finding behind her reasoning was mainly due to her identiry
as being a

Hmong child. Mai See explained how she wanted to please and make

her parents happy and also do

it for herself. She commented,

"I got to a certain point that where I started to give up, that's where I
caught myself and
as a teacher, then

if I can't give my full self-committing to do a great job

I should really think about changing career, so I did."

Mai See mentioned that when she made the choice to change careers,

she

was happy and so was everyone in her family. She further stated that her parents

were happy to see she was not as stressed with all the work she was doing. She

would now be able to get paid more because she is going into dental hygiene.
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Another participant, Andy, left the teaching field to advance to an
administration position. Andy is now an assistant director at a Hmong charter
school. Andy explained,

"I

changed jobs number times from teaching to being administrator

because there are times when

it's good to be in a decision-making

position. My bottom line is that education has to be good quality and
equally accessible for all kids so I continue to advocate for it by being

a

part of teaching and learning."

Andy stated teaching would always be a part of him. He will remain in
education for a long time so that he can be the voice for students, particularly for

English Language Learners and Limited English Proficient students (who he says
are mostly Asians and immigrants).

Andy further commented that if he left, that

would be one less voice to advocate for equal access and quality education.
As a result, based on the above figures and the information gathered from
the interviews, the author of this project was able to pull out major themes that
Hmong teachers had in common and was seen as unique to the group to create the
video product. In the final chapter, the author will discuss the journey

of

completing the Leadership Application Project.

Coming Next
Chapter 4 will be a self-reflection by the author of the Leadership

Application Project (LAP). It will describe the author's thought process of the

LAP and the next steps for the LAP.
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Story of Developing the Leadership Application Project
It has been a journey working on the Leadership Application Project
(LAP). I began the LAP in 2012; however I tooktwo years off because I was
unsure of what I really wanted to research. I finished my licensure last December
2016 and

I entered

the teaching field as a substirute teacher in the spring of 2016,

followed by a summer school teacher in spring 2016. Currently I am a first time
teacher in pre-kindergarten this

fall 2016. From these experiences, I became more

increasingly aware and observant that there were not as many Hmong teachers in
the field. Through my subbing experiences as well as previous field experiences, I
have met a few Hmong teachers and had many deep discussions about teaching

with them. This inspired me to want to gather stories from other Hmong teachers
and determine whether we share similarities and differences in the teaching

practice.

Going through each chapter of the LAP and setting up deadlines with my
advisor kept me accountable. At times, I was stressed and discouraged because I
was trying to balance my time with the LAP and my first year as a prekindergarten teacher. Out of all the chapters in the LAP, I really enjoyed Chapter
3, the development of my product. I enjoyed conducting the interviews and
hearing stories from the Hmong teachers. It was inspiring and motivating.

Altogether, they helped to paint the picture of the challenges and rewards of being
a

teacher. They all also stressed the excitement to see the finished video product.

It was also a fun learning experience to use iMovie for the first time to
createthe video product. I had to look at many YouTube iMovie tutorials. I
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created an outline to help guide the video (Appendix C). The process for creating
the video product included many hours of editing to be able to draw out the

interesting responses and themes from the interview results. I also added text and
background pictures to make the video product more appealing.

When and How Experts Were Consulted
Many experts were consulted throughout my LAP. The experts included
my interview participants, people on my review committee, and my advisor for
the LAP, Donna Patterson.

My family and friends provided mental support.

Interview participants were found through my personal and social networks. As a
current pre-kindergarten teacher, I met a few Hmong teachers at my professional
development trainings. I connected with two Hmong teachers and they agreed to

participate in my project, Three of my friends who are teachers, and my cousin,
who is now as assistant director of a charter school were in my personal networks.
Four teachers were contacted through my social networks such as Facebook. One
teacher was contacted through my previous subbing experiences. Two teachers

through my alma mater at Concordia were unresponsive. Interviews were
conducted over a three-month period in November and Decemb er 201 6 and
January 2017.I was mindful of Thanksgiving and winter break therefore; I sent
out dates and times for participants to sign up.

I felt the participants were able to be their authentic selves because I had a
connection with them. The connections were varied due to my identity as a

Hmong individual, a teacher, or as an acquaintance, It was also apparent they
wanted to participate because it was rwo-fold, the thought of being involved in
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will contribute

to the Hmong community. A "Thank You" note was given to each participant and
the finished video product

will

be sent to each participant.

What I Learned from Engaging in this Task
From the interviews, I had to learn to really listen and probe with openended questions. It was hard for me because there were many times I wanted to

jrrmp in and share my story, but I waited until the end to do so. Also, I was a little
nervous about conducting my first interview because I did not know how it was
going to turn out. After the first couple of interviews, I felt a little more
comfortable each time after and the questions came by easier. From the interview
results, I shared the same viewpoint as the majority of the participants. The

findings from the interviews revealed that all the participants shared similar views
in 4 of the 8 questions. The questions included:
Question 3: "What are the biggest challenges in your job?

r

Thematic Responses: Behavior management and differentiation.

Question 4: "Who do you go for support?"

.

Thematic Responses: Colleagues.

o'Would you recommend the teaching field for future Hmong
Question 6:
students?"

.

Thematic Responses: Yes, for those who want to be a role model or are
passionate in teaching.
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Question 7: "Tell me what would keep you teaching."

o

Thematic Responses: Higher pay and making a difference in lives

of

students.

Overall, I was content with the interviews. I learned so much and as a
teacher and having friends who are also teachers, I believe the interviews

generally painted a picture of what teaching is like. One interesting finding was

from participant, Mai See, the teacher who left teaching after three years. She
stated she would have given teaching a few more years after her first three years,
she may

still be in the teaching field. Yet, she said the teaching profession

requires 100% commitment and passion and she knew she was not able to put in
100%. The decision to please her parents, make more money, and in the end,

focus on her own happiness made her change careers.

Plans for the Future
The next step would be to make the video product available to anyone

who is interested in learning about the Hmong perspectives on teaching. It will be
accessible through a Google drive link I would like to see it be a part of a teacher

toolkit. The product may be available to Hmong and diversify organrzations, high
schools, college and university career and academic services and college prep
programs. Thereafter, I will have viewers complete the "Perspectives on Hmong

Teaching" feedback survey form online via SurveyMonkey provided by an email

link (Appendix D). The survey will help to gather feedback to help inform
recommendations for future educational videos.
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In conclusion, I hope this project will help to illuminate and inspire more
emerging research on the Hmong teachers in the Twin Cities and also across the

United States. Giving attention to this unique group will help to continue the
dialogue of meeting Hmong students' needs in education and closing the
academic achievement gap.
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Appendix A
Invitational Letter
Hello!
You are invited to participate in my research project for my Masters in
Education degree. The purpose of this project is to shed light on the motivation
and retention factors of Hmong Minnesota teachers since there has not been much
research on Hmong teachers. The rich perspectives from the Hmong Minnesota
teachers

will help to provide a unique

and breadth scope in understanding of what

factors/characteristics is in place to keep them in the teaching field. Furthermore,
this project will help shed light on future research in hopes of what can be further
done to retain and recruit Hmong teachers and teachers of color, and in all, good
teachers in general for Minnesota school educational system. Exploring the

perspectives of this unique group of Hmong teachers

will

also attempt to meet the

needs of the large Hmong student population in Minnesota.

The informal interview may take approximately thirty minutes to one
hour. We may meet at a convenient location, coffee house, school, library, etc.,

You will be audio recorded andlor videotaped. Below you will see the interview
questions for your review. Please

fill up the top half and feel free to write any

notes down when we meet.

Thank you in advance for participating. If you have any questions, please
email me at lxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxx,com or call at 651-xxx-xxxx.

Many thanks,

Lorrie Xiong
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Appendix B
Interview Questions

Biographical Information (please check and fill in)
a,

Male

Gender:

Female

Other

Other (Country,

b. Birthplace: U.S., (city, state)

city)_

c. Age:
d. Type of school:
e. School work

Public

Charter

location:

(ciry)
-Private -Other:

Suburbs: (If so, which one?)

f. Grade level/subject:
g. Years of teaching

experience:

(months/years)

h. College Licensure program from where

(college/university

name)

Open-Ended Questions

1.

Why did you decide to become a teacher?

2.

What do you like about teaching?

3.

What are the biggest challenges in your job?
Who do you go to for support?

4. Why do you continue to teach OR why did you leave teaching?
5.

Have you ever thought of leaving the teaching profession?

6.

Would you recommend the teaching field for future Hmong students?

7

.

Tell me what would keep you teaching.
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Appendix C
Video Outline
Introduction

a. (Little background

behind this project, purpose, personal

perspective on why did

I

choose this topic)

As a recent teacher entering the teaching field this past fall, I have
experienced many challenging and rewarding experiences. I was

inspired to take on this project because I wanted to hear from other
Hmong teachers and their perspectives of why they are teaching or

why they have left the teaching field. Most research done about
teachers of color does not capture and desegregate the unique

group Hmong teachers from the data. Therefore, this project
explores the rich perspectives of current practicing Hmong
teachers or Hmong teachers who have left the teaching field. The

Twin Cities is home to a large Hmong community of 58,770
Hmong according to the American Community Survey five-year
estimates from 2006-2010 and this poses the question and need for

talented and passionate Hmong inspiring individuals to enter the
teaching field. My hope is this project will be an informative
resource to young Hmong individuals in the Hmong community.

2. Body
a. Ol

Whv did you decide to become a teacher?
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Vid. A1 "That might trigger why because I just couldn't

see

anyone in front of me that looked like me that acted like me

or know what I was doing

..

.. best of both words, art and

teaching."

ii.

Vid. Cl "Dressed

iii.

Writ. El "A

as a teacher when young."

need to use bilingual and

ELL strategies to

help new Hmong immigrant kids transfer a 1ot of formal
education they already had back in old country

iv.

Aud.

Dl "If

..."

you are able to teach things and be able unlock

things in diff ways for diff people, and its a very useful

skill..."
V

h. Q2

i.

What do vou like about teaching?
AHA moment

1. GlrB2,

"When she sees students are learning, the

flashlight going on and the "aha moment."

2. Vid. ,4,2 "Invigorating, at times addicting."

ii.

Role Model

Aud. 12 "Speak mostly about her Hmong students,
they are excited to see a teacher who has same face
and background, had a parent who said to her
because of you, my child wants to speak and learn
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Hmong, being able to reach out to Hmong students
n build confidence in them..."

iii.

Mold/Shape Minds

l.

Writ. F2 "...I enjoy being a part of molding their
lives to be productive citizens. Not only the children
learn from me but I constantly learning new things

from them as well."

2. Writ. E2 "Shape Minds..."

c. 03

What are the bissest challenses?

i.

Differentiation

l.

Aud. A3 "Meeting the needs of all my sfudents,
sfudents who are Harvard bound to new arrivals to

serving spec needs or learning differences in kinds

in students, and for me to, differentiate my content
to fit all my group and with the same amount of
time I have and with max of 38-42 max

...

"

Vid. C3 "Very hard to meet demand and needs of
all her 32 kids right now, grouping and
differentiation is really tough, lack of resources and
space is challenging."

Aud. D3 "Every student is different, no cookie
cutter stratesv

"
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Behavior

1.

Aud. 13 "Challenge at this point, the behaviors
makes her tired and exhausted."

2.

Aud. F3 "Being a teacher can be a difficult job
when five children are having melt down and not
enough staff in the classroom to support."

3.

Aud. J3 "Behavior management (in her schooling
experience) in education program provided a lot of
theory based learning, able to observe a lot

of

schools and classroom, and when first time

teaching, unsure of where to start, kids are different,
never know how they would react..."

iii.

Families

l.

Vid. C3 "second thing will be working with
parents, not something that an education training
can train you for it, takes a lot of energy, every year
she has taught."

2. Writ. F3 "...parents

who don't want to be involved

in their children education. It's difficult to help their
children when they do not give any input in their

child's education."

d. Q4

Who do vou go for suonort?

i.

Colleasues
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Aud. F3 "Gone to co-teachers, LA teachers,
amazing in developing tests/writing questions that

will facilitate

students thinking, and admins have

been helpful."

2. Vid. C3 "Colleagues and my teammates,

best

support when it comes to the job, been very
fortunate to have a good team, and colleagues that
can go to for resources, help, for emotional support,
she doesn't know what she can do

with her job

without her team."

3, Aud. A.4 "Usually my family, my colleagues and so
on, there's different structures/functions in early
stage of my career as an educator,

... 'Friday coffee'

come out at end of week, hang out at a local coffee
shop or adult beverage and idea is to go and share a

common space, to vent and professional outside

of

school setting."

4. Aud. D4 "God for mental support, I have some
colleagues who are klowledgeable in field for a

long time, they're really good resources, how
helpful to a certain degree- going back to instruction
and strategies and curriculum and what's imp at

MDE, due process, they're

a huge

help, when you

6I
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resources because wide range of students with wide

range of needs of students."

ii.

Principal

l.

Aud. H4 "Does go to principal, go more to her AP,
deal with directly, and to follow thru then go to

principals, AP has been very helpful, says try it out
and

if doesn't work out, and find another step,

figuring out what works and doesn't ..."
e.

Whv do vou continue to teach OR whv did vou leave

Qs

teaching?

i.

Students

1.

Aud. A5 "Earlier using metaphor using paint to
create what

I can with students, ffiy pallets

are my

sfudents ) are humans, whatever the decisions

I do or

influence impact I have with them, is forever
changing, and so I see my students influence, and

influence my student as my tools and my canvas is
the

2.

world..."

Vid. B5 "Like to

see the improvement of the'kids,

very rewarding, but very tiring, think about what

kid are learning when go home, and proud of what
she's doing, rewarding profession, and also
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respectful profession, in the Hmong culture,
teaching is respectful culture, pay isn't say that, very

rewarding perspective, progression. . .. see parents
coming back to her and how kids are reading and

talking and writing, very rewarding when parents
give feedback and kids are reading."

3. Aud. F5 "I feel that children are adventuresome,
loving, and they are grateful for everything in life.
As an adult, we get so busy with life and sometimes
forget how to relax and just have fun. Being around

children gives me that reminder everyday."

4. Aud. H5 "The journey with the kids, every year is
different."

ii.

Left teaching/change in career
Aud. J5 "Left teaching because first year it was
very stressful, taught before this and she was also
subbing, left the reason was because of pay scale

(big reason) not just for herself, but do a lot of it
also for her parents, as a Hmong child, do things

would please your parents and make them happy
and for her own good too, wanted

a

job that wanted

higher pay, and also, mentioned before, teaching is
a lifestyle change..."
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Left puhlic to private school
Aud. A.6 "Left teaching MPLS again the need of the
students were so great, the support,

I am talking

about budget wise, slacking, the support of family,

or I think many of them support as best as they
could, but the pressure is from so many dimensions,

community, funding politicians, there is

a

continuous revolving door in MPS of policy come
and go, new implementation come and go, the new

thing, lets try it, try very quick..."
f.

Have you ever thousht of leavine the teaching

Q6

profession?

i.

Yes, it is exhausting, stressful and hard work

l.

Aud. D6 "Yes, I do, but it is hard. Education is
important part of my life now, and I feel tied to it,
and when I think about development and children

it

has such a strong on hold of that, to leave teaching,

is hard."

2.

Aud. G6 "Teaching more than a full time job, got to
be prepared or lessons are not go well, all sorts
stresses deal

of

with - students and relationships, with

students breaks and build

it again, things with

teachers go soft and have to think about it, why
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haven't I left it's because I have feedback I have
from parents, read old emails sent to him..."

3. Vid. C6 "Exhausting teaching, and quitting year to
year, it gets harder, with class size and more things
teachers are expected to do, and its hard, and

thought about leaving many times, do continue
teach, find herself to be a good teacher, when she

thinks bout leaving, feels like she's leaving kids,

don't want to."

ii. zu
1.

Aud. E6 "Teaching is not superficially rewarding
and pays a lot lower than a lot of other careers but

the impact on students is immeasurable."

2.

Aud. J6 "Left teaching because l st year it was very
stressful, taught before this and she was also
subbing, left the reason was because of pay scale

(big reason)."

s.

Would vou recommend the te achinp field for future

Q7

Hmong students?

i.

Teach to Hmons students, he a role model. empower

Hmong

1.

Vid. C7 "It's just very enlightening and feels good
when one of Hmong sfudents feel happy to see me
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everyday, feel connected to me, .. . its imp to have
Hmong teachers esp. in MN, with our Hmong

community that, Hmong students, have Hmong role
models in their community."
2

Writ. E7 "Absolutely! We currently have

great

needs for Hmong teachers in the public schools. In

Minneapolis and St. Paul many of our Hmong needs
need Hmong teachers to do what I have been trying

to do for ma y years. They need to see us in
leadership positions in schools so that they can gain
more confidence..."
3

Aud. G7 "More Hmong leaders and teachers who
are making positive impact in Hmong youth lives,
so for any student who wants to be a teacher that's

Hmong, would recommend it, caution it- lots of
stress levels, not going get rich being a teacher,

rewards outweigh so much, and when he taught at

Hmong charter school, he knew he was role model,
they looked at me they really respected."
4

Aud, H7 "Because I had no one else to look up to
you or someone to have someone to understand
you, and understand your culture and what it
understands to be, yes, I would advise other people
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in degree and be a model for those students, and
now I look back, I see my HS teachers, and I see a
high school Hmong teachers that we weren't close,
but I knew, its just nice to look at it and see all the
awards he's getting and it pushes me one day I want
be like that and be memorized by students..."

ii.

Not an easv. but passion. worth

it

1. Aud. A7 "That education is not just a profession
just to go and earn some money, you will get

a

decent salary compared to all other professional its

minimal, but you will be okay, your hope, strive
goal should be about making a difference, passing
on knowledge ...

2, Writ. F7 "It's a very rewarding job. It's a great
feeling when you can inspire children, seeing them
grow their knowledge and their accomplishments."

3. Aud. D7 "If you're very passionate

about education

and development of children and youth, yes, but

I

would say, it would be really hard if not."

4.

Aud. J7 "I feel like if I was able to really commit
myself with that 100Yo, because I think certain days,

I kind of struggle with enjoying it, I feel like

if

you're in the field you're struggling but you enjoy,
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trying to better yourself and not losing hope, and
trying to make the best of it, then its great, I got to
a certain point that where

h.

I started to give up..."

Tell me what would keep you teachiEg?

Q8

i.

Rewards
1

.

Aud. AB "I get to

see the

fruit of my labor, I

guess

that's the reason why I keep teaching, I still get the

joy that spark I tell you everyday, I still get to that,
almost on daily basis, from multiple students and

multiple occasions so that still gets me going, and to
see the

fruit of my labor."

2. Vid. C8 "satisfying,

it feels good, feels good to

know that I am helping to mold leaders for the
future, really enjoy and enjoy working with kids...
and

if it was just I kid learning something new, it

makes her feel pretfy good, but

still a really hard

job, these are little things that make her feel its
worth teaching."

3.

Aud. G8 "Rewards, relationships with sfudents,
repertoire built with them."
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More Teachins Reso urces available and nav

1.

Aud. DB "Unlimited access to resources fore very
student, no matter what kind of background they

come from, a reasonable salary to teacher."

2. Writ. F8 "I would like too see the teaching field to
have more resources and help in the classroom. For
an example, provide more teaching materials in the

classroom. Many teachers provide materials for the
classroom out of their pocket and it can get a little
expensive. Also, have extra staffs to help in the
classroom. I would also like to see an increase in
pay. I feel that teachers pay is low and they deserve
more for the amount of work they do everyday."

3.

Conclusion
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Appendix D
Hmong Perspectives on Teaching Survey Feedback
This survey is 6 questions and will take approximately 5 minutes. This feedback
rn'ill help inform furure educational videos.
1.

What is your role?
Student

Teacher

High school careerlacademic staff
C

ollege/univers ity career/academic staff

Parent/guardian
Other (please specify)

2. How did you hear about this video?

Word of mouth
Friend/family
Academ

tc I

career service

Hmong organization

'

' Other (please specify)

3, What did you find interesting from the video?
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4. What suggested topics would you like to learn more about in future educational
videos?

5. Was this video helpful in answering your questions about Hmong teachers?

'

0 Not at all helpful
' 1 Slightly helptul

2

Somewhat helpful

3 Very helptul

6. Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

